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Abstract 
The basic axioms, definitions and concepts of net theory are reviewed, and new concepts and 
results presented, among them security constructions, compilation of nets, measurement and 
modelling of continuous variables, and a law on the limits of precision in observation, 
measurement, control and realistic modelling. 
The close relations between the net modelling approach and chrono-topology, continuity 
problems, physics, logic and computation are pointed out and explained. 
1. Introduction 
A net is defined by giving a set S of states, a set T of transitions, and a relation F (for 
“flow” or “followed by”) telling which old states will be replaced by which new states 
when a transition occurs, in the way some chemical molecules are replaced by others 
when a reaction occurs: 
(NaJ) (NaCl) 
L 7 
[yields] 
7 L 
(Cl) (J) 
We say that a triple (S, T, F) is a net iff (if and only if) S, T, and F fulfill these four 
conditions (the net axioms): 
Nl: A state is not a transition; a transition is not a state; 
N2: States are followed by transitions, transitions by states; 
N3: If a state s is followed by a transition t, then t is not followed by s; 
N4: All states and transitions follow, or are followed by, something. 
When a net is to be constructed, it is often convenient to pay attention at first to Nl 
and N2 only. A structure (S, T, F) which satisfies Nl and N2 is called a web. 
In a second stage of construction, possible “short circuits” 0 e 0, forbidden by 
N3 can be removed by the appropriate choice of a splitting operation (Section 3), and 
isolated elements forbidden by N4 can be eliminated. The result is a net. 
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In formulas, we write for the definition of Net: 
Net@, T, F) : e S n T = 8, 
F E (S x T) u (TX S), 
FnF-‘=a, 
domFuranF=Sv T. 
“Net” is a fairly general construct: note that every irreflexive binary relation or 
function R (excepting artefacts with R n (dom R u ran R) # 8) can be turned into a net 
by the following cananical construction: 
Let R be a relation with R n Id = 0, Q := dom R u ran R, and R n Q = 8. 
Exactly for all (x, y) E R, let x9(x, y) and (x, y) 9~. 
Then the structure (R, Q, 9) is a net: (example: R = <, Q = W) 
Also, the structure (Q, R, 9) is a net, the dual net of (R, Q, 9). 
A method of modelling real-world systems and processes (as well as abstract ones) 
has been based on the theory of such nets. How does this method differ from other 
methods of modelling, and which advantages can the use of nets have? 
The net method is different from others in combining three ideas: 
(1) It features proper concurrency, stressing the partial independence of system parts 
and the priority of causality over temporal order; 
(2) It treats continuous motion in a finitary way, but without discretization; 
(3) It is able to interconnect and to elucidate well-established other theories and 
models, owing to the selection of its axioms and to a systematic way of going from 
basic to higher levels of description. 
These ideas have been taken from earlier developments of our century: (1) from 
relativity theory, (2) from quantum theory and topology, and (3) from symbolic logic 
and informatics. 
The systems analyst will appreciate finding conflict of interests and independence of 
actions among the fundamental phenomena in net models, without knowing or caring 
that the resolution of conflicts and independent concurrent action are defined and 
interlinked by the axiom of extension: he understands that axiom as the only rule of 
a simple game, the “token game”, with his net graphics as a gameboard. Maybe he is 
glad to discover from net theory that against some kinds of risk, complete security can 
be achieved by changing his design a little. He will see immediately that the possibility 
of not meeting a deadline entails confusion without being told by a theorem. 
An engineer might take a different view: He is well equipped with successful formal 
methods, based on classical physics, which are supposed to take him as near to an 
ideal result as he wants. He is perhaps unaware that the step from a classical to 
a relativistic framework - an easy step in net theory - involves structural effects even 
for slow processes, not just second-order metrical corrections. Also, he may be 
led by convention to equate digital structures with discrete ones, and he may think 
that non-approximative methods, aside from symbolic Analysis, do not exist in his 
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profession, He will be well advised to note the basic insights of topology concerning 
the mathematical nature of continuity and discreteness, which are reflected in modern 
terminology [l]; A continuum is defined as a connected, compact topological space; 
not only the compact spaces of real numbers [0, l] c [w and R u {oo}, but also every 
jnite connected net is a continuum. Outside of mathematics, the word “discrete” 
denotes “composed of separate, distinct parts”; the mathematical term “discrete” 
refers, more precisely, to a space without limit points (o all subsets are closed). 
A non-empty net is not discrete; its limit points are precisely its transitions; i.e. every 
neighbourhood of a transition contains all states which begin or end at that transition, 
and by axiom N4, at least one such state exists for every transition. Net models are not 
discrete models ,because of the topological structure given to them by definition (and 
by interpretation). 
This paper is especially addressed to basic questions of time and space as under- 
stood in engineering and physics. It stresses the following points which have been 
treated insufficiently in the net literature up to now: 
??The modelling of continuous change and of coordinate systems. 
??The role of uncertainty in continuous modelling. 
??The relativity of the concepts “state” and “transition”. 
??The design of secure structures. 
??The combinatorial Lorentz transformation. 
0 Spacetime as a carrier of computation. 
Notation 
R E A x B for binary relation R: xRy t> yR- lx o (x, y) E R. 
domR for domain of R = (x:Vy:xRy). 
ranR for range of R = {y:Vx:xRy). 
R+:=U{R”:n>,l} withR’:=R,R”+‘:=R”oR. 
R-:=(R-‘)+; R-l:= {(x,y):yRx}; R[fl:= (z:Vy~ Y:yRz}. 
2’:= {Y: Y c X} for power set of X; Id = the class of pairs (x, x). 
X - Y for relative complement of sets = (x:x E X and not x E Y>. 
fW:=(1,2,3 ,... };l$,={O,1,2,3 ,... }. 
0 = the set of integers; R = the set of real numbers. 
Floor(x):= the largest integer f x; Ceiling (x) := the smallest integer > x. 
2. Basic definitions of net theory 
Nets were invented in 1960 as a generalization of the state-transition graphs of 
automata theory. This was an approach to speed-independent design, and to the 
specification of (space-occupying) machines and their behaviour in the form of signal 
combinatorics under the restrictions imposed on message-carrying signals by the 
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speed of light and by the principle of uncertainty. The practical use of these nets does 
not require any knowledge of that background. 
Ordinary (“special”) net theory considers each single net separately, and uses the 
concept of “marking” or “case”; a net with a marking is called an “Elementary Net 
System” or ENS; the rules of the “token game” define a transition system on markings 
and denote continuous movement articulated by the occurrence of noticeable changes. 
General net theory considers (not each single net, but) sets of nets interrelated by 
continuous maps or by compiling. We enter it with the section in operative topology; it 
will explain more deeply the choice and meaning of the following definitions. 
A net may be specified in different ways; essentials are a partition of the carrier set 
X and a direction F. As in Section 1, we use a triple (S, T, F). S is called the set of 
state-elements, T the set of transition-elements, F the flow relation. 
Net(S, T, F) :o S n T = 8, F c (Sx T)u(TxS), 
FnF-‘=0, domFuranF=Su T 
For a given net (S, T, F), we define: 
X:= S u T, the set of all net elements; 
M := {m:m c S}, the class of conceivable markings; 
E := (e:e c T, e # 0}, the class of all conceivable events. 
Note that the empty set is an allowed marking, i.e. a net may be unmarked and still 
qualify for denoting a system: 0 E M; but the empty set does not count as a conceivable 
event: 0 4 E. Both conventions are a conceptual necessity as well as a mathematical 
convenience for we have now as a consequence 
>> SnT=0 =z. MnE=@. 
Input and output of S-elements can be described by two relations I, 0: 
I:= F-‘n(SxT), O:=Fn(SxT) suchthat F=I-‘~0. 
The relations I, 0 have characteristic (S( x 1 Tl-matrices Z and 0. Because 
F n F- ’ = 8, we have I n 0 = 0; therefore every net can be described by a matrix 
C:= Z - 0, the connectivity matrix of the net. In detail: 
C:Sx T-r {-l,O, +l} 
where 
Cik := + 1 if tk Fs~ (si E S has Input t,, E T), 
._ .- - 1 if Si Ft, (St has Output tk), 
._ .- 0 otherwise. 
The choice of the signs is motivated by the notion that a state becomes part of what 
is now the case, or enters reality (+ l), by the transition which precedes it. 
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Now we want to give nets a suitable topology, in order to make the large body of 
mathematical knowledge in this area available for a theory of real-world processes 
and systems. A topological space (X, 0) is given by a set X and a set 0 of subsets of X, 
defining those subsets Y E X which are to be called open sets. 
0 is called a “topology” in X iff two axioms are fulfilled: 
Topl: The union of open sets is an open set, and the union of 0 is X; 
Top2: The intersection of any two open sets is open. 
We call a topology elementary iff a stronger axiom is fulfilled 
Top2.el: The intersection of euery non-empty set of open sets is open. 
Clearly, every jnite topology is elementary. But we will also be interested in infinite 
elementary topologies when we come to infinite nets such as the important net 
. . . --) 0 + Cl + 0 + ??--) 0 + . . . . called [Net. We define first: 
A := I u 0, the topological “at” relation; A = (F u F- ‘) n (S x T). 
s At means “s begins or ends at t”. Matrix form: A = Z + 0. 
In terms of A we can define “Open” and “0” thus: 
Open Y:9 A-‘[Y-j E r; 0:={Y:Open Y>. 
Equivalently, we can define the closure operation W on 2’: 
WY:= Y u A[Y-J, 
which explains the choice of A := Z u 0: for “closing off” a set Y of net elements, add 
all those transitions at which Y begins or ends. 
We write X* for F [ {x}] and ‘X for F-i [{x}]. Also, OX’:= ??x u x’. 
Then we can say that 
a set Y G X is open iff for all transitions t E Y, ‘t’ G Y, 
a set Y C X is closed iff for all states s E Y, *so c Y, 
We list some propositions (indicated by >>): 
>> Every net can be (re-)constructed from A and F: 
(S, T, F) := (domain(A), range(A), F). 
In an elementary topology, the union of closed sets is always closed; it is called 
“elementary” because the closure of each set Y c X is computable from the closures 
of the singletons { y} where y is an element of Y: %‘Y = u U{ y} : y E Y. 
>> Net topology is elementary. 
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A topology in which each singleton {x} is either open or closed is called primitive. 
>> Nets are the primitive elementary topological spaces with orientation (F). 
A subset Y E X is called closed iff the set X - Y is open. 
A topology is discrete iff each set Y E X is closed. 
>> A net is discrete iff it is empty. 
A topology on X is connected iff 8 and X are its only open closed sets. For nets 
JV:= (S, T, I;), we define accordingly: 
Connected JV:G+ (F u F-l)+ = X xX. 
>> Connected nets have a connected topology. We repeat 
>> Every finite connected net is a continuum (with orientation F). 
Strongly Connected JV :o F+ = F-. 
Ordered J-1, Ff n F- = 8. 
>> An ordered net gives rise to the strict partial order SPO(X, F+). 
Let us now select an arbitrary set m of states, and mark the selected states 0 by 
a token ??in the state symbols: 0 By laying down an axiom (AE), we want to define 
precisely want the occurrence of an event e means. The characteristic property of an 
event has to be the extent of the global change effected by it. 
In detail: 
AE.l: An event transforms a marking m into a different marking m’. 
AE.2: An event is a set e of transitions; events are the only source of change. 
AE.3: Transitions in the same event e have disjoint neighbourhoods ‘t’. 
AE.4: The preconditions ‘t of each transition t E e belong to m but not to m’; 
and the postconditions t’ of each t E e belong to m’ but not to m. 
Formally, for a given net (S, T, F), the notion of transition in one step from 
a conceivable marking m to a new marking m’ by the concurrent occurrence of a set 
e E T of atomic transitions, is defined as Trans (m, e, m’) by the “Axiom of Extension 
of events” AE, comprising AE.l-4 (often called the “firing rule”) thus: 
AE: Trans(m, e, m’) : o m, m1 E M, e E E, 
l\t,uEe,t#u:‘t’n’u’=~, 
U{t’:tEe}=m’-m, U(‘t:tEe}=m-m’. 
This axiom is more complex than the others because it comprises the relations 
between a system (a marked net) and the non-sequential processes produced by it 
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(partial orders of occurrences of states and transitions) in a sequential way, generating 
the processes as sequences of events, thus affording a conventional mode of process 
description (as opposed to process description by posets). It governs implicitly the 
concurrent, alternative and sequential occurrence of transitions, and excludes “side- 
conditions” from influencing transitions (on the “atomic” level described here) by 
declaring the extension of effected change as the only invariant attribute of transition 
occurrence. 
Note that the size ofeuents, and therefore the extension of change arising from 
a single event, is always nonzero and may be injinite. 
>> Trans yields a transition structure (transition system) in the usual sense: 
TStuct(M, E, Trans), Trans G M x E x M. 
We characterize “reachability in one forward step” thus: 
Step(e) : o Vm, m’ : Trans(m, e, m’); Steps := {e : Step(e)} 
The TransGraph of the net (S, T, F) is the arc-labelled graph denoting the transition 
structure TStruct (M, Steps, Trans) of the net; it has the vertices M and the Step- 
labelled arcs Trans. 
An elementary net system or ENS is a marked net: 
ENS(S, T, F, case) :o Net(S, T, F), case 5 S. 
In graphical notation, each element s E case (an S-element) is marked with a (mov- 
able) token which indicates that a signal (a vehicle, a particle) is now in the place or 
state shown. 
In the real system modelled by the ENS, it is always uncertain for an observer what 
the case is right now; because of the finite velocity of light, he cannot know on 
principle, at a distance, what the precise state of affairs is now. What he observes now 
relates to the past, and what he plans now relates to the future. 
A case is thus a consistent judgement of a possible present situation; consistent 
insofar as the elements of the case are compatible, they are assumed or known to be 
able to co-exist; they represent conditions which may hold concurrently. Thus, cases 
are introduced mainly to define the class Ca of all possible cases. This class as a whole 
is considered to be a fixed attribute of the ENS, and not as uncertain or only possible. 
The CaseGraph of an ENS (S, T, F, case) is that connected component of the 
TransGraph of (S, T, F) which contains the case as a vertex. The CaseGraph is, in 
general, a multigraph, even if the underlying net is a simple net: 
simple(S, T, F) :o (x, y E X, X* = y’, ??X = ‘y) =P- x = y. 
Nets should always be made simple if the application does not dictate otherwise. 
An ENS is called live iff its CaseGraph has more than one vertex. 
A live ENS is called strongly live iff its CaseGraph is strongly connected. 
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The CaseClass Ca of the ENS consists of the vertices of its CaseGraph. Ca may 
contain markings which cannot be reached from the given case by forward steps. 
These markings are included in Ca in order to speak of (e.g.) possible markings in the 
past, and this is needed to make Ca an invariant attribute even if the CaseGraph of the 
ENS is not strongly connected: 
The Case Class Ca is not changed by the occurrence of events. 
It also remains unchanged by retracing steps into the past (retro-occurrences), or by 
mixing forward and backward steps to form a sequence. We do not consider here the 
more conventional Forward CaseClasses because they are a function of the case under 
consideration and may become smaller and smaller during a process. 
For an ENS b:= (S, T, F, case), we define: 
The proper state elements (“Bedingungen”) of the ENS are those which are marked 
in some, but not in all cases of the CaseClass Ca: 
props:= (Jc:cECa- nc:cEca. 
The proper transition elements (“Ereignisse”) of the ENS are those which occur in 
the CaseGraph: 
prop T:= ue: Truns(m, e, m’), m, m’ E Ca. 
A proper ENS is also called a condition/event system: 
Proper 8 :o S = prop S and T = prop T. 
>> Every Proper ENS can be made strongly live by T-Complementing (Section 3). 
Improper elements do not contribute to the description of the “behaviour” 
of 6. (Also, an ENS should be made proper before S- or T-completion (Section 3); 
otherwise, the improper elements will be confused with the elements added by 
completion). 
3. Regular nets, net maps and net operations 
A net JV:= (S, T, F) is called (n, m)-semiregular iff 
/Is&l’sl = IS*1 = n, 
AtE T:l’tl = It.1 = m. 
.M is called n-regular iff it is (n, n)-semiregular. 
>> A connected ordered l-regular net is (isomorphic to) the ONet, the net arising from 
the set 0 of Integers. 
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Let N’ = (S’, T’, F’) and N = (S, T, F) be any two nets. 
JV’ is a subnet of JV iff S’ c_ S, T’ E T, F’ = F A ((S’ x T’) u (T’ x S’)) 
(Note that the last term is an equality, not an inclusion). 
A mesh is a connected subnet within which all I*x’I = 2. 
A k-circuit is a l-regular mesh with k S-elements and k T-elements, k E N. 
>> l-circuits (“short circuits”) can occur in webs but not in nets. 
A net map (net morphism) J’” 5 JV’ is defined by a function 
f:(S u T) --) (S’ u T’) which “respects” both F and A, that is: 
XFY * f(x)F’f(~) or f(x) =f(y); 
DAY *f(&Qo) or f(x) =f(v). 
The second line defines net maps as continuous maps in the sense of topology. 
A continuous net map does not tear or invert the F-arrows of JV. 
A folding is a net map which maps S to S’ and T to T’; it preserves F and A: 
XFY *f(x)F’f(y), XAY * f WA’f (y). 
A net is called S-complete iff for all disjoint pairs (Y, Z) with Y, Z c T, except the 
pair (8,8), there is an s E S such that ??s = Y, S’ = Z. 
A net is called T-complete iff f or all disjoint pairs (Y, Z) with Y, Z E S, except the 
pair (8,8), there is a t E T such that ‘t = Y, t’ = Z. 
>> Only the empty net (0,0,0) is both S-complete and T-complete. 
x is called the reverse (or complement) of y iff ??X = y’ and x* = ‘y. 
The most common operations on nets, JV’ = rp(~V), can be defined in terms of net 
maps; but giving their construction rules seems more helpful for understanding: 
S-Complementing: Add a reverse to each S-element which has no reverse. 
T-Complementing: Add a reverse to each T-element which has no reverse. 
Simplification: Delete x if there is a y such that ??x = ‘y and x* = y’. 
Dualization: Interchange S and T (= transpose C) 
Reversal: Replace F by F- ’ (= replace C by - C). 
S-Splitting: Replace each ??s = s = so by ‘S = s + t’ + s’ E s’; s’ unmarked. 
T-Splitting: Replace each ‘t = t z t’ by ‘t = t + s’ + t’ - t’; s’ unmarked. 
S-Completion: Add S-elements until the net is S-complete. 
T-Completion: Add T-elements until the net is T-complete. 
S- and T-Completions are usually not carried out explicitly because complete nets 
are too large; yet the concept of a complete ENS and its structural laws are necessary 
to understand the metrics of marked nets, and the classification of static forms E S 
and of transitional forms E T’. Well-known transitional forms are the “facts” (dead 
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The criterium of conjiision is, that an enabled transition tl may get into or out of 
conflict with t2 not by an occurrence (“firing”) of t1 or tZ, but by the occurrence of 
a third transition t3. 
The nature of conflict is, that an enabled transition may lose its enabledness without 
occurring; the nature of confusion is, that a conflict may disappear without having 
been decided. Looking at the marking which results after the Situation of confusion, 
we cannot say which or whether conflicts have been decided. If we relate conflict 
resolution to a gain or loss of information, we tan say that in cases of confusion, 
information flow is not traceable or not localized. In this way, a long chain of conflicts 
may be involved (Extended Confusion); the resolution of the first conflict in the chain 
is then correlated with the resolution of the last conflict in the chain (as in the EPR 
phenomenon). Beside Confusionl, there are other forms, obtained by replacing Enabled 
by ReverseEnabled, Conflict by ReverseConflict, applying the criterium of confusion. 
When confusion is unavoidable, as in the construction of priorities and deadlines, 
care should be taken to limit its effects. 
Remark. It has been necessary to include three “Reuerse’‘-situations in Order to 
obtain inuariant descriptions of System behaviour and of information balance. The 
formal Operation of F-reversal, often called “time reversal”, is important for making 
certain symmetries (and asymmetries) visible. In the modelling of physical Systems, 
each symmetry and regularity gives rise to a conseruation luw. 
For an ENS 8 = (S, T, F, cuse) with CaseClass Ca, we define: 
Sufe(tp):oA C c E a, t E T: 1 Contuct (t, c), 1 ReverseContuct (t, c) 
Secure(b):o Sufi(b) und Ac E Ca, t E T: 1 Trunsjunction(t, c). 
»  Every ENS tun be mude sufe by S-Complementing. Murked stutes ure given an 
unmurked complement, und vice versu. 
»  Every sufe ENS tun be mude secure by T-Splitting. The stutes urising by thut 
splitting remuin unmurked. 
The lack of safety tan be seen as due to Unsafe stutes; 
Unsafe(s) : o vc E Ca, t E T: (Contuct(t, c) A s E t’) 
or (ReuerseContuct(t, c) h s E ‘t) 
The lack of security in a Safe net tan be ascribed to insecure transitions: 
insecure(t) : o V c E Ca: Trunsjunction (t, c). 
Therefore the most economical constructions are: 
»  Every ENS tun be mude sufe by complementing its Unsafe stutes, und ussigning 
exuctly one token to euch puir of mutuully reverse S-elements. 
»  Every sufe ENS tun be mude secure by splitting its insecure transitions, leuving the 
new stutes unmurked us in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
The formal properties of Safety and Security as defined above, bear more than 
a superficial resemblance to real-life safety and security. It is understood that real 
threats to safety are of widely different kinds, and that a theory tan handle them only 
one by one. Also, a theory is of no help at all when the resources needed for 
implementation of a theoretical Solution are lacking. 
However, numerous examples are known in the practice of engineering and of 
organization where dangers persist unnecessarily, just because no clear-tut image of 
safety is available. According to a widespread opinion, safety is neuer attainable, not 
even from a Single Source of danger, because the probability of malfunction tan only be 
decreased, and cannot be brought down to impossibility. However, the combinatorial 
nature of the net models (in contrast to models based on real numbers or Euclidean 
geometry) allows for finite nets effective (disproof-definite) tests of whether a model is 
true to reality, as well as formal proof of safety or security. 
Net modelling errors are dejnite errors. 
In a crude model of road traffit, Contact is contact of cars, the Situation immediate- 
ly before the event of car Crash; one may be involved in a car Crash without being able 
to avoid it, e.g. by a car coming up from behind which leads to Reverse Contact; 
Transjunction, finally, is brought about by overriding a red traffit light. 
We use a simplified notation for nets in which all S-elements have only one input 
and one output; we cal1 them S-arc graphs or synchronization graphs (Fig. 2). 
Standard form: 
I 
S-arc graph: 
T-arc graph (incomplete) 
Fig. 2. 
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Unsafe ENS: 
Safe by S-Complementing: 
Secure by add.T-Splitting: 
Secure Orthoid (section): 
Fig. 3. 
Nets in which all T-elements have only one input and one output are denoted by 
T-arc gruphs, which are identical with the “state-transition graphs” of automata 
theory if only one state is marked. 
Fig. 3 Shows the construction of two secure ENS from a section of the ONet. All of 
the ENS shown are strongly live and have corresponding markings. 
5. Metrics of marked nets 
For a given ENS 8 = (5, T, F, case) we define: 
Chains:= the class of chains of arcs in the CaseGraph. 
Esch chain may pass through arcs in their direction and through others against 
their direction. Esch arc is labelled with an event e c T. The occurrence count 
occ(a, arc) of a subset u c T on the arc is (u n e( if the chain Passes the arc in its 
direction, and - ) u n e 1 if the chain Passes the arc against its direction. The Occur- 
rence Count Occ(u, chuin) is the sum of the occ(u, arc), arc E chuin. 
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The synchronic distance between two subsets a, b of T is 
a(a, b) := Max { 1 Occ(a, chain) - Occ(b, chain) ( : chain E Chains} 
The translation distance between two subsets p, q of S is 
z(p,q):=Min{IchainI:Vc,c’ECa:p=c-c’,q=c’-c, 
chain E Chains, and c + chain + c’}. 
For completeness, we define Max(N) = Min(@):= o. 
»  Then, o and z are N v {o}-valued metrics in 2T and 2’, respectively: 
a(a, a) = 0; a(a,b)=O *a=b; 
a(a, b) = o(b, a); o(a, b) G o(a, 9) + o(s, b) 
and likewise for z(p, q). Further, we haue 
>> a(*s, so) = 1 if s E propS, z(‘t,t’)= 1 iftEpropT. 
The concepts o and z, and their triangle inequalities, are more important than their 
numerical values, of which mainly the properties = 0, = 1, > 1, and = o are of 
practical interest (and readily computed). For <r, these values indicate, for sets of 
elements of prop T: coincidence, alternating occurrence, more complex interdepen- 
dence, and independence, respectively. 
»  Esch set of facts is at distance o = 0 jirom the empty set of transitions (which is not 
an event): Facts are “dead” transitions. 
The translation distance r is not to be confused with the Hamming distance 
H(c, c’) := Ic - c’l + Ic’ - cl: A large or infinite Hamming distance may be accom- 
panied by a small transition distance, even by r = 1. Conversely, a small Hamming 
distance may be spanned by a large translation distance. 
The classes 2T and 2’ are partitioned by the equivalence relations 
asynb:o a(a, b) #w (a, b c T), 
ptraq:o $p, 4) f 0 (p, 4 c 9 
into synchronic classes resp. translative classes. 
Let d be an ENS, and 96’ its S-completion. The metric function o assigns an integer 
or o to each S-element of 9’8. This number is equal to the necessary capacity of 
a place to receive tokens such that the activities of d are not impeded. 
We denote places added in S-completion (the static forms) by inscription of the 
value of o, if known; otherwise by double circles. They tan be viewed as “measuring 
instruments” for synchronic distance if we lay down that, while the ENS goes through 
a sequence of markings by following a chain in the CaseGraph, the lowest token 
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contents of the place is 0, and the highest token contents becomes its capacity. Then 
this highest contents is the synchronic distance between its input transitions and its 
output transitions. 
Likewise, the T-completion Y&’ the translational forms, to be denoted by inscription 
of type (F, B, H, V, or r-value) if known, otherwise by double squares. F Stands for facts, 
B for basic facts, H for hard facts, V for violations; the r-numbers stand for translations. 
They measure the sequential length (= minimal number of steps) of the shortest 
non-sequential process which carries all tokens from its preconditions to its postcon- 
ditions, while replacing all other tokens to where they were when the process started. 
Proper transitions, Steps and reverse Steps carry the value z = 1. The value r = 0 
does not occur normally as a result; it tan be used to speciSy coincidence of partial 
transitions (fusing of small transition-Parts, forming larger ones). Also, the other types 
are used mainly to Iocalize non-local and global speciJcations. 
Finally, we consider the trivial Net Distance: 
6(x, y):= 0 iJ x = y; := Min{n:x(F u F-‘)“y} ij x # y with Min(@):= w. 
Its main use is in the definition of the (possibly fractal) dimensional width W,, of 
a connected finite net, resp. W of a connected infinite net: 
Let V(x, n) := 1 {y:6(x, y) < n} 1 and p:= Mean@(x, y); x, y E X). Then 
w, .=loglXI 
ftn . 
w.= l im  log Ux, 4 
logp ’ . n+m log n 
with arbitrary x E X. 
The dimensional width W of finite nets is 0. It is not to be confused with the 
dimensional depth D which counts the number of nets compiled in a way to suit the 
combinatorial modelling of R” and Hilbert spaces; the dimensional depth D of each 
non-empty net is 1 (See Section 8). Both Wand D are aspects of the intuitive concept of 
“dimension”. W,, corresponds to the “fractal dimension” of combinatorics, D to the 
“Hausdorff dimension” of general topology. 
The ONet has the width W = 1 and, like every non-empty net, the depth D = 1. 
6. Processes of an ENS 
Note: The Processes of ao Unsafe ENS are defined to be those of the corresponding 
S-complemented (Safe) ENS. Otherwise, its processes would not be causa1 partial orders. 
Every ENS 6’ gives rise to a set {b’, . . . } of Processes (marked occurrence nets) in 
which each separate holding of a condition and each separate execution of a transition 
is presented as an element of an ordered net. For example, the ENS of the four seasons 
of the year gives rise to the ONet and to each open section (connected open subnet) of 
it, each marked with a Single token. 
A Process 6’ on d = (S, T, F, case), case E Ca tan be generated by a finite or infinite 
directed path in the CaseGraph of 8. An arbitrary case c on that path belongs to Ca 
and divides the path into a sequence of future arcs and a sequence of past arcs. 
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A Process b’ tan accordingly be constructed in the following stages: 
(0) Make sure that d is safe. If in doubt, apply S-Complementing. Set P:= 8. 
(1) Select a case c E Ca, not necessarily the case of dp := (S, T, F, case); a marked 
copy c, of its states constitutes a web and becomes part of P. 
(2) Starting at c,.- .- c,, select a set e of transitions such that Tran&, e, c,+ 1) if it 
exists (axiom AE). Append a copy of the web formed by c,, e and c,+ 1 to the set c, of P. 
Set cn:= c,+~. Repeat Stage (2) if wanted. 
(3) Starting at c, .- c,, select a set e of transitions such that Trans(c,_ 1, e, c,) if it 
exists (axiom AE). Prepend a copy of the web formed by c, _ i, e and c, to the set c, of 
P. Set c, := c, _ 1. Repeat Stage (3) if wanted. 
(4) Remove isolated S-elements from ,?’ so that it becomes a safe ENS b’:= P. 
If Stage (2) or (3) is not terminated, this construction procedure is as fictitious as the 
resulting Process P: Stage (4) is “not reached”. 
»  There exists a fohfing jirom each d’ to Q which maps c, to c. 
»  In general, many difYerent paths in the CaseGraph of 8 generate the same Process. 
(It is important to understand that a Process is not identical to a sequence of Steps. The 
sequences employed in the construction are not an objective property of the resulting 
partial Order. This is different from classical automata theory where all processes are 
linearly ordered strings). 
»  If the construction is applied again to <o’, the result is also a Process on 8. 
We define the concurrency relation CO in a Process (s’, T’, F’, c,) by: 
g:= X’ x X’ - (F’)+ u (F’)-, CO := CO - Id. - 
A Cut in a Process is a maximal set of pairwise concurrent elements of X’. 
A Line in a Process is a maximal set of pairwise non-concurrent elements of X’. 
»  The cases of a Process are Cuts consisting of S-elements only. 
»  A Cut consisting of S-elements only is not necessarily a case. 
The existente of such exceptional Cuts (“Limit Cuts”) is an essential property of 
infinite Processes on infinite ENS. (Examples follow in Section 8). 
»  Limit.Cuts are those Cuts which do not intersect every Line. Likewise, Limit Lines 
are those Lines which do not intersect every Cut. 
7. Continuity and uncertainty 
in the context of measurement and control 
We turn now to the modelling of continuous Change, especially continuous motion. 
We have an intuitive notion of continuous Change as distinct from jumpwise Change. 
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Conventionally, the mathematical notion of the non-continuum R serves to describe 
the space and also the time axis for modelling our intuitive concept. It is defined as the 
set of real numbers, fully ordered by the relation “< ” without jumps and gaps. It is 
given a topological structure by declaring all intervals { y : x < y < z} and all Unions of 
such intervals to be the open subsets of IR. On the other hand, a continuous map is 
defined, without reference to IR’, as a topological map such that the pre-image of every 
open set is open. We work exclusively with continuous maps in the net theory, and we 
stated that ([w, <) tan be represented by a net. 
Recall that every (irreflexive. .) binary relation and function tan be turned canoni- 
cally into a net. We take up the example from Section 1: 
» (S, T, F):= ( <, R, 9) is a net (called the RNet), with canonical 5. 
Let T := R be interpreted as a Newtonian time scale. Then by transition through 
each Point in time t E T, precisely the conditions “x < time < t” cease to hold; they are 
represented in S by the pairs (x, t). By the same transition t, all conditions 
“t < time c y” begin to hold and are represented by the pairs (t, y). The S-set 
{(x, y): x < y} tan thus be interpreted as the set of all finite connected open intervals of 
the time scale with the metric topology conventionally given to the set IR. Obviously, 
S is partially ordered by a relation we cal1 “before”: 
(x, y) before (u, v) : o x < y < u < u. 
We find the largest sets of pairwise compatible conditions (overlapping intervals) as 
the maximal antichains of the stritt partial Order before: For each t E T, there are 
exactly two such Sets: 
a(t):={(x,y):x<t<y} and /I(t):={(x,y):x<t<y}. 
In terms of net theory (recapitulated in Section 2), those sets are the only markings 
compatible with the idea of time scale, the only admissible cases for forming an 
elementary net System (S, T, F, case). We verify with the axiom of extension that the 
transition of time through t correctly transforms a(t) into /I(t), but in case b(t), no 
transition is enabled. The flying arrow Stands still, as Zeno aptly phrased it: t is the 
only Point in time which it tan experience. We tan formulate this as a 
»  Theorem: For every admissible case, the ENS d := (< , R, 9, case) has a CaseGraph 
with exactly two vertices; these are a(t) and ß(t) for some t E R. 
»  In b:prop T = {t], propS = (a(t) -ß(t)) u (ß(t) -a(t)) = ??t’. 
»  6 = (<, R, 9, {t}) is (highly!) improper. 
The dual net (IR, < , 9) of the IRNet leads to proper ENS, but is also “paradoxical” 
as it does not model the intuitive progress of time (which would be allowed to take 
arbitrary jumps). 
Neither the IWNet nor its dual tan model a scale along which time tan “flow”. 1s this 
failure a shortcoming of the net approach? Definitely not: The IRNet just explicates the 
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Thus, every net tan be viewed as a topological space (X, 0) with the carrier set 
X:= S u T and the topology O:= {Y:A-‘[YJ c Y}, equipped additionally with 
a direction (that of F, < and <). 
Now we tan state some simple propositions: 
»  The ScaleNet, being an ONet, has a connected topology, not a discrete one. It is not 
called a continuum because it is not compact; but every finite section of it is compact and 
is thus a continuum. 
»  The ScaleNet is a subnet of the RNet. 
» The subnet-injection of the ScaleNet into the RNet is a continuous map, that is, the 
pre-images of open sets are open. 
»  The classical topological space (R, 0) with the conventional topology 0 (that is the 
RNet!) tan be mapped continuously onto the ScaleNet by the scale function @ which 
takes integers n E R to n E 0, and euch non-integer x E R:n < x -C n + 1 to the S-element 
(n, n + 1) of the ScaleNet. It so happens that the pair (n, n + 1) is the image of the open 
ioterval which is also often written “(n, n + l)“, a completely difirent Object. At least, 
this abuse of notation is suggestive of @. 
»  Every open interval (x, y) of the space (R, 0) tan be mapped continuously, preserving 
Order, onto the ONet such that the pre-image of euch transition is a Single real number. 
Zeno has given examples (Achilles and the tortoise, etc). The ONet with this interpreta- 
tion is again a subnet of the RNet. 
When the whole set R is mapped, preserving Order, onto the ONet by a function 
f: [w + (S u T) with t E T = 1 f -l(t)1 = 1, we cal1 f an articulation. f does not 
describe a quantized scale; in fact, there might exist no real E > 0 as a lower or upper 
bound for the length of intervals f-l(s), s E S. 
This simple concept of articulation is the basis for discussing how the mathematical 
“continuum” (IR, 0) is related to the intuitive notion of “continuous” motion as 
understood by an observer or controller, e.g. a car driver. 
We assume (assert) that continuous Change goes unnoticed unless it munifests itselfin 
a definite non-Zero Change. A full ordering of real-life manifestations cannot be 
faithfully modelled by (W, <) itself, but only by an articulation of R with its countable 
image. This assumption is of a physical and empirical nature, and fully compatible with 
the mathematical view that the continuum of real numbers tan and should be Chosen 
as a domain for articulation, because it is the firm fundament of Analysis, an 
eminently useful tool of the mind. 
What we have done is to take care that this image is obtained by a continuous map 
in the sense of topology: not by a discretization, but by an articulation. The under- 
standing of net theory - not only as a mathematical theory, but also as one general 
way of applying mathematics to other fields - hinges upon this Point. 
The practical (and theoretical) distinction from other approaches consists in the 
approach to measurement and control. It suffices to consider measurement in Order to 
make the main Point. 
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Measurement, in the view presented here, is not the (vain) quest for a real number 
_ we ask how this number could be perceived or communicated if found - but the 
comparison of two articulations of the continuum: one of these presented by a measur- 
ing instrument like a ticking clock or a spatial scale, the other coming from the Object 
being measured, or from another measuring instrument. The latter is done for gauging, 
that is, for a test whether a contradiction arises from the assumption that the two 
articulations are equivalent in the sense of yielding compatible results. (This assump- 
tion cannot be proved but only disproved by experiment). The rules for gauging 
should be a logical consequence of those for the intended subsequent use of measuring 
instruments. Therefore, we have only to establish the rules for measuring of Object 
properties. 
We have to cast the following colloquial arguments into a mathematical form: 
(1) When we are sure that the pointer of an (“analog”) measuring instrument is 
“well inside” an interval bounded by two marks on its scale (not necessarily neigh- 
boured ones), we tan pronounce this as a Sound, justifiable result of our Observation, 
using the explicit or implitt numbers belonging to the scale marks. 
(2) When we judge that the pointer Points “exactly” to a mark n on the scale, this 
alone does not make a Sound result. The best Sound result in this case is, that the 
pointer is “well inside” the interval (n - 1, n + 1) when using this scale. 
It may be surprising that the acknowledgement of (2) leads to more, not less 
precision. We have to remember that Observers have to utter their judgements “well 
within” prescribed time intervals in a given formal language with an enumerable set of 
expressions; we are here studying the semantics and pragmatics of that language. We 
deny the existente of a language such that two Observers (independent able human 
observers, or well-gauged “digital” instruments) will always pronounce the same 
result in the same Situation. 
The marks on a scale are manifestations of transition from one distinct possible 
state of the pointer to another state; the pointer Position is a manifestation of 
transition from the area left of the pointer to that on the right. The trained eye of 
a human observer tan often interpolute a few marks between those printed on the 
scale; if these are recognized in the formal language for his utterances, they are in effect 
just as real as the printed ones. We ignore the distinction from here on. 
The ideal mark and the ideal pointer do not have any width. We could say that the 
ideal pointer is in the middle of the material one, the ideal mark in the middle of the 
visible one. We come a little closer to the ideal by indicating a mark not by a printed 
black stroke, but by a transition from a state (interval) printed black to a white one 
(Fig. 4) or vice versa; likewise for the pointer. The use of a doublescale (dual scales!) 
allows judgements of fixed width and a simple language for results. 
Argument (2) means: it is not only difficult or risky to judge that two transitions 
arising from different sources coincide, and not only physically impossible or a very 
rare Situation, but that it is conceptually meaningless because of the very nature of 
continuity. This is well reflected in the mathematical fact that the two Dedekind cuts 
Ai:= {x:x < r>, Bi:= {x:x 3 r} and AZ:= {x:x < r}, Bz:= {x:x > r} define the same 
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real number ‘9”. In geometrical terms: it is meaningless to ask whether the border 
(transition) between an area painted black and the area left unpainted is coloured 
black or white; borders just are not paintable things. However, we cannot deny that 
the experience of transition is real when we travel from black to white country. 
In other terms, we are unable to judge coincidence of transitions or of states 
presented from different sources; but we are able to tell the differente between states 
and transitions (first axiom far nets), and to pass justifiable judgement on incidence 
between states on the one hand and transitions on the other (second net axiom). 
Now we tan give our definition of “Sound measurement” more formally. What is to 
be formulated is the notion: “The pointer tip t of a measuring device is now well inside 
a scale Segment s to be announced”. The classical way to formalize this is 
“time = z * t = tO”. Above, we have cautioned in many words against this; we will 
rather characterize t by the two transitions to, tl (not necessarily neighboured ones) 
which delimit a Segment on the scale, and define that the responsible act of the 
observer is, to create a new articulation (a section of an UNet) from the given ones, 
namely one which contains t,-,, t, tl in that Order (Fig. 5): 
For Sound judgements made in measuremeot, we tan thus give the 
Axiom. Atomic judgements haue the form “t. < t < tI” where tO and tI belong to one 
given articulation, t to another. 
Remark 1. In control as opposed to measurement, one has to consider causa1 cycles 
and therefore cyclic orderings instead of posets. The corresponding Axiom of Control, 
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speaking of creation of coupling rather than judgement, says that the atoms of 
coupling have the form “tO < t, < t1 < tb < to” or, more abstractly, the form { (t,, , t 1}, 
{t,, tb} >. A control System is then represented by a set of such atoms; mathematically 
as a Square System in the sense of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, or in net theory by 
a net with circuits of four (or more) transitions. Measurement appears thus as a special 
(degenerate) form of control. 
Remark 2. In writing the axiom above, we have made a small but important 
generalization of the preceding example: we have left open the question whether 
t. and tl belong to the scale, or to the time window, or to the Object. The next example 
should show that this choice is free: t,, and tl describe the time window. 
Example. Measurement of frequency. Here, the Object is a periodic process articu- 
lated by the completion of full cycles. We have to count how many completions there 
are within a time window given by the transition t. signalling the Start of counting, 
and ti articulating its end. The result we get is a number n E No which is just the 
number of atomic judgements “tO < tj < tl” where tj is the completion of thejth cycle 
within the time window. 
The pronouncement of a measured frequency v requires the hypothesis that all 
cycles are of equal length, and that the size of the time window is a reproducible 
Standard; in other words, that both articulations, the one representing the time 
Standard and the one belonging to the periodic process, are quantized, either naturally 
or artificially. This hypothesis may be supported by repeated experiments, but not 
proved; on the other hand, it might be disproued by experiments. 
On this hypothesis, we obtain as the result of one measurement Mi: 
The term (tl - to)i has an integer value mi, being a multiple of the quantum of the time 
Standard, ni is integer as a counting result. So Vi will be a rational number. By the real 
value of v, we tan mean the hypothetical result 
v:= lim 2. 
m+m m 
This cannot be the result of an experiment; but we know the mathematical fact that 
the limit of a sequence of rationals may not exist in the set of rationals; it may be 
construed to be a real number if the sequence converges. 
Under the hypothesis of quantization, we tan know that convergence holds; this 
tan be concluded by considering that by repetition Mk of Mi with the same value of 
mk = mi, only a bounded set Q of different values nk tan be obtained. However, we 
now turn our attention to the smallest sets Q of different values nk obtained in repeated 
measurement under the most favourable circumstances for creating a new articula- 
tion. We label our time scale at t0 with “O”, and consequently tl with “m”. Let us 
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describe the observed periodic process by p:= cp + vz with the unknown Phase cp, the 
sought frequency v and time variable r. The process is articulated as p = cp + vz = 
integer, and we ask how many values of r such that p = integer are contained in the 
time window 0 < r < m. This number nk depends on the unknown Phase cp: 
nk(q) = ({r:O < z < mk and cp + vz = integer}(. 
The set Q is then the set of different values of n,(q) for all possible values of rp. It 
suffices to let cp range over the interval 0 < cp < l/v: 
Q:= n,(q): O< Cp <; . 
i 1 
Gase 1: vm is an integer. Then Q = {vm - 1, vm}, 
consideration or calculation Shows. 
as an elementary geometrical 
Case 2: vm is not an integer. Then Q = {Floor(vm), Ceiling(vm)). 
In both cases, Q contains two different numbers. This means that the result of 
counting, nk, is not determined by v alone, and could not be predicted even if v were 
known precisely in advance. 
Let us write this fact in the form Ank = 1, expressing the uncertainty of counting 
(not of our own acts but) of occurrences taking place independently of the Counter, 
under the most favourable conditions. Under less favourable circumstances, we tan 
only assert An > 1. 
Abstracting from the example of frequency measurement, and referring only to the 
axiom on atomic judgement, we tan state the 
Law of Uncertainty of Counting of independent events: An 2 1. 
Using the Symbol A in a different but equally traditional sense, and writing the 
usual “t” for the time variable we called “z” above, we tan denote the size m of the time 
window by At. Since v = nfm and An 2 1, we have 
AvAt 2 1 
which is equivalent to the sampling theorem of communication theory. 
According to Planck’s law E = hv, we have AE = hdv. 
Substituting Av by AE/h, we get the inequality 
AEAt > h 
which is one form of Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Inequality. 
This is a form with the purely combinatorial meaning of A, literally applicable to 
each pair of measurement acts. 
In the more frequently cited Version 
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Ax denotes the statistical mean error of x applicable to a large number of measure- 
ments. We tan transform the combinatorial Version into the statistical one in two 
Steps: 
Firstly, we render the mathematically deduced result “ 1 Q ( = 2” in a form suggesting 
subdivisibility of the quantum unit of the hypothesized quantization. Since Q, in the 
most favourable Situation, contains two neighboured integer scale numbers, we tan 
(mis)use the block number of the interval between those two integers to represent the 
midpoint between the integers, which are now at distance : from the named result. 
Without any Change in the objective Situation, we tan introduce a new notion 
“An := If: t” so that 1 An ( = 2, in general 1 Ank 1 > i. This accounts for a factor i to be 
applied to h. 
Secondly, we allow a further mathematical subdivision of the interval with block 
number n which reaches from scale number n to scale number n + 1, for the purpose of 
representing results of statistical calculation - which are usually not integers - on the 
time scale resp. in the periodic process to be measured. The subdivision is “modulo 
period”, and the periodicity is then expressed by writing p = sin(q + 27cvt) instead of 
p = cp + vt. (Perhaps, 2n seems more naturally subdivisible than a unit of quantiz- 
ation). The manifestations of cycle completion are then inscribed . . .2nn, 
2n(n + l), . . . instead of the mere ordinal numbering . . .n, (n + l), . . . . This is related 
to the use of o := 2nv and of h:= h/27r. The counting result nk is then named 
“27cnk” which accounts for a further factor 1/27t to be applied to h, and we get 
finally 
Remark. The advantage of the combinatorial view lies not only in a simplicity 
befitting to a natura1 law of central importante. Observe that, mathematically, the 
combinatorial version describes the Situation before the “intrusion” of statistics and 
probability considerations; and that, conceptually, its deduction did not require tbe 
assumption that an observed System is disturbed by measurement. 
In the context of information flow graphs, the possibility of non-disturbing inspec- 
tion is expressed by the phenomenon of asymmetric “influence”, called Pl. 
8. Operative topology 
The purpose of this chapter is, to extend net theory considerably by opening the 
gate to the representation of space-times with any number of dimensions, including 
CO (for Hilbert spaces). For a multidimensional space, a Single net would not exhibit in 
a natura1 way the multiplicity of Steps up or down a ladder of different dimensionali- 
ties, from Point to line to surface and so on, as far as necessary. 
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Following the conventions of the RNet, we define now that every net represents one 
step down such a ladder, the Step from S to T, denoted by the relation A which was 
defined by 
A:= (F u F-‘) n (S x T) in nets. 
In nets, we tan take this Step only once: A2 = 0 because S = dom A, T = ran A. Note 
that the pair (X, A) is a stritt partial Order (SPO) as it satisfies 
SPO cx, P) : 0 /I\x,yEX:xPy=-x#y, P2cP. 
The stritt partial Order A has a depth of 1 if the net is not empty. 
On the other hand, from the closure axioms of general topology we have 
>> (/jx,yEX:xPy :o yEg({x))Ax #y) * SPO(X,P). 
In some of those partial orders (X, P), the notion of “one Step down” makes good 
sense; we cal1 this kind of posets “nowhere dense” or “combinatorial”: 
CombSPO (X, P) : o SPO (X, P) A (P - P2)+ = P. 
The term P -P2 denotes on Step down some “ladder” contained in (X, P), i.e. some 
sequence of smallest P-Steps. .Now the simple idea is, to identify this term with A: 
A := P - P2. Introducing a numbering dim for the dimensions of X-elements, we 
define a pile as a set X with two relations A, F c X x X: 
Pile(X, A, F):o 
Pl: FnF-‘=0 
P2: FuF-‘=AuA-’ 
P3: V dim: X -) 0 such that 
Ax, y~X:xAy* dimx - dimy = 1 and 
dimx-dimy=d=sVu,v:xAduandvAdy. 
The dimensional depth D of a pile is 
D(X,A,F):=Max{n:A”#O} (:=OifA=@) 
The topological closure Operation V in the pile (X, A, F) is 
%Y:= Y u A+ [Y] where Y c X; this implies 
Open(Y) o A-[Yj c Y where A- := (A-l)+ 
O:= {Y:Open(Y)). 
The incidence function J:X x X + { - 1, 0, + l} of a pile is: 
Ji,k := J(x~, X,):= + 1 if xiF_lxk, (Xi, Xk E X) 
:= -1 if xiFxk, 
._ .- 0 otherwise. 
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We Order X by dimensions: Xi before xk if dim Xi < dim xk. Then J takes the form of 
an antisymmetric matrix composed from a sequence C, , C, , C3.. . of non-Zero blocks, 
all other blocks being zero blocks: 
J= 
Propositions on piles and nets. Giuen a Pile (X, A, F) with dimensional depth D. 
»  D = 0 A X = $ o (dom A, ran A, F) is the empty net; 
»  D = 0 A X # 0 o X is an unstructured non-empty set; 
»  D = 1 =z. dom A n ran A = & therefore 
»  D = 1 o (S, T, F): = (dom A, ran A, F) is a non-empty net. 
»  D 2 1 o there is a sequence of nets NI, N1, . . . of length D such that 
N, = (S,, T,, F,) with: 
S .= “. dim- 1 [n] with dim us in axiom (P3), 
T,:= dim-‘[n - 11, 
F, := F n ((S, x T”) u (T, x S,)), 
C,,:= the connectivity function (matrix) of N,, and 
J:= the incidence function (matrix) of the pile, compiled of the C, as shown above. 
»  Every pile of dimensional depth D 2 1 is a compilation of D nets. 
For D 2 n > 1, we have S,_ 1 = T,. This Shows that “state” and “transition” are 
relative concepts; they refer to a distinction made within one dimensional Step. The 
dimension number of the S-elements is always 1 higher than that of T-elements of the 
same net. This is due to the choice we made when defining the RNet in Section 1, and 
is in accordance with established use. 
Remark. In some theories, “transitions” are not of dimension 0 but occupy time. 
These tan be turned into net transitions by T-Splitting. 
Propositions on piles and topology. Given a Pile (X, A, F) of dimensional depth D, and 
CD:= {Y:Open(Y)}. 
»  (X, A+) is a combinatorial poset. 
»  V: Y H (Y u A+ [Y]) satisjes the four Kuratowski axioms of Closure: 
%0 = 0, VY2 Y, %%?Y = WY, ~(YuZ)=%YuYZ. 
.(~tf~+J'x v ZIG =zx)A(zct~+Jzx vTA. ='x)e:(z~‘*~)~(~x‘~x) 
:(hf'yJxv Zk= zx)A(wyzxv Ire= 'x)o:(zk‘v)pT(zx‘~x) 
f(Wuup + Ixhu!p = (“x ‘1x)uup) fZXXIX =:X 
w,&l-) =:a WM (‘.tl “Y “X) (8 (‘d “Y “X) =:(J ‘Y ‘X) 
:Aq pauyap s! LIXJOJ-(J‘v‘x) uyslau 10 sal!djo mpold aqL 
'I_~ Aq J a3eldaa :Iwanaa 
‘I _ y Aq y aDelda :ooptrzgana 
‘.k = .x pue k. = x. 1Eq) q3ns h e s! alaq] JI x alaiaa :uo!]rrqgduus 
'asJaaar ou seq qXqM x 5 x 3x qXa 01 asJaAal ?? ppv :8quarualduro3-A 
:s)au .IOJ se pauyap a.w (d‘y ‘x) apd 't? uo suogwado ~U!MOIIOJ aqL 
fslaqlo aq$ woq SMOIIOJ uopanba ISF?I 
aq~‘s~au~o~fs~au~o~stiauresaq~)~k uup = xuup put!ic. = .xpueJ = x.g!kjo mabar 
aql pa11v3 SF x‘.x n x. =:.x. WV t@)lT _d “OJ x. PUE L-(x)1 d‘03 .x WM aM 
saySolodo$-I& u! x =x&? sa@ (,,$"eaq,,) Jo!Jaluy pasop aq$ ‘OSIV 
'1~ s! d8olodol aqlJ!X =xg~ laqlel flas uado UE ApwssaDau JOU sy (arn~t?.~ap~ aq$ u! 
,,arnsop uado,, pa11w ospz?)a~nso~~s!a ‘s$oIodot Lwuawa~a-uou .IOJ IBqI aloN '6t?~ 
lensn aql u! paa!.Iap aq u'ti~ (J - x)n U,J& =:(~)A.~epuno~ ayq sIowado Jaq$g 
jsasStr~Ll aquy 01 paq.ljSaJ )ou alle suoyasIajur put? suoyn 
.[x-~]_~-~ =:ix 5 g:333jr) =:(X)lJeaH=:XX 
t[x -x]+t/-x =:{x 5 0:030)n =:(X)JoylaluI=:Ajf 
fh]_yn~ =:{O 3x:Q3O}u =:(X)aJnsoI9sra=:Xg 
fj-~]+yn~ =:(3 5~:333)u =:(A)aJnsoI3=:XB 
:slas pasop JO las aql ‘{o 3~ :x - x} =:D Ia1 ‘alaH 
*,t%olodol A.wuauIa~a~o slolwado 3!wq moJ auyap uw aM 
.(z=k-c= {qg3Z3z:Z}={~3X3~:X}.a.!)O~S.1(Q9‘X) « 
'1 > a fi (Pasost .LO uado SZ uo~ajßup ywa .a-?) Z’~J, s! (0 ‘_y) << 
‘0 = Y 4 (P aso 3 sy uo~a@4~s yma m) IJ, Si (IpJ ‘x) << 1 
Io = a ‘0 = d OS 2) uaqJ) qj = y J!$ ala.lx!p Si (0 ‘x) << 1 
%tio1odol iC.~~~uatuala UV SF (QD ‘_y) << 
WJn = (2 n>n 
:safBolodol k~v~uaurala Jo urojxv arnsop ayi ‘lanoa.touI ‘saghps &3 « 
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Propositions on consistent orientation. A pile of dimensional depth D > 1 with the 
incidence matrix J: 
J= 
0 _c; 0 . . . . . . 0 
Cl 0 -Cl 0 *.* 
0 c2 0 -c: 0 
0 c3 0 *** 
0 .** 0 
0 . . . *. 0 
is consistently oriented (is a c.o.pile) ifs 
c2.c1 = 0, c3.cz = 0 >... CD.&1 = 0. 
»  The triple (X, A, F) of every Single net is a c.o.pile. 
Thus, “consistency” of orientation is a relation between neighboured nets within 
a sequence of compiled nets. 
Remark. All meaningful piles are simple: no two rows or columns of J are equal. Lack 
of simplicity is an indication of faulty construction, and tan be remedied by Simplifica- 
tion. 
» A c.o.pile remains C.O. when an x E X is replaced by its reverse. 
»  A c.o.pile remains C.O. after Y-Complementing, after Reversal, and, 
if of finite depth D, after Dualkation. 
»  A pile is a c.o.pile if (not ifs) 
for all x, y, u, v such that xAuAy, xAvAy, u # v: 
1 F -Al restricted to (x, y, u, v} is odd. 
This sufficient condition is easy to test, explicitly or by a generic diagram, and has 
been useful when not working with a Computer. 
For real applications, however, the use of a Computer is recommended both in 
formal and explicit construction; one aspect of “operative” mathematics is, or should 
be, that both formal and explicit computation tan be supported by effective algo- 
rithms. This practice should also disclose remaining errors. 
The following Schema Shows the structure of a pile of depth D = 3. 
(Example:) A three-dimensional cell in the pile “ONet @ ONet @I ONet”: 
dim: 
d=3: 
Pile: Example: a cube in R3 
. . . . . Inner and outer volume 
J3 The net “(volumes, faces, F3)>> 
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d = 2: 
d= 1: 
d = 0: 
. . . . . 
J-2 
. . . . . 
J-1 
. . . . . 
The 6 faces of the cube 
The net “(faces, edges, F2)” 
The 12 edges of the cube 
The net “(edges, corners, Fr)” 
The 8 corners of the cube 
In the Schema, the direction of A is _1. The direction F = Fl u F2 u F3 Comes out of 
the @-product so that the pile is consistently oriented as a whole; that is, the common 
conventions of relating the orientation of a face to that of its edges are followed (as in 
the theory of cell complexes). 
In an application requiring a J?OW description, the directions Fl, F,, F3 tan be 
changed as the application demands; with the new F, the pile may lose the consistency 
of orientation if the application allows. We repeat that 
»  A C.O. pile remains C.O. if a pile element x E X is replaced by its reverse. 
(This Change may aflect two neighboured layer nets Ni, Ni+l). 
9. Physical spaces 
For the construction of mathematical spaces, we follow the ideal of concretization; 
we want to construct metric spaces which are as similar to the R” as possible, 
but with the property that their metric relates directly to the process of real-world 
measurement. In doing so, we have to respect the axiom of measurement and the law of 
uncertainty. 
To make this task feasible, we do not demand, for higher-dimensional spaces 
(D 2 2) that the distance between every pair of Points is laid out in the space ready for 
direct measuring, but only in D directions, those of a coordinate System, leaving 
distances in other directions for computation. 
We see the main roles of coordinate Systems in (1) presenting the input to such 
computation, and (2) presenting a choice between different computing procedures, 
e.g. the choice between Euclidean metric, Minkowski metric, Gaussian metrics (for 
“curved” spaces), or the metrics based on synchronic distance cr, translation distance 
z or the “taximetric” net distance 6. 
The latter three (a, r, 6) afford a way to describe computing devices as metric spaces, 
by way of refining information flow graphs into 2-regular nets [2,3]. 
Thus, computation (e.g. of distances!) becomes itself a matter of metric spaces. 
All spaces to be constructed here might therefore be called “physical spaces”. 
The task of explicit coordinate transformation Y is then a matter we need not 
discuss here, except for stating that it is best performed when results are given in the 
language Chosen for stating results of measurement, containing e.g. the names of 
integers and of neighboured integer pairs, which conforms with the use of double 
scales. As in all terminating calculations, Y 0 Y- 1 is not necessarily identity. This is 
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an unavoidable consequence of the law of uncertainty, and is not remedied in 
principle by high-precision (fixed or floating Point) arithmetic or other means. 
There remains the task of specifying the transformation invariants in a combinutoriul 
way, that is, as a computation rule to be followed literally. We shall do so by way of 
example only, for the Lorentz Transformation in a Minkowski space of two dimen- 
sions (time, and a space axis in the direction of movement in R3). 
By the Same example, we want to Show that this transformation has a direct and 
important meaning in technological and organizational affairs such as the design of 
secure rail traffit Systems or a secure electronie Pipeline, and even for the thorough 
understanding of a firebucket chain. 
We begin with the conventional mode of describing a real-world process performed 
by a bucket chain, treating Newtonian time t (tempus absolutum) as a spatial 
coordinate axis (pointing downward, in the direction of generating printed lines). The 
Situation at time t = 0 is presented by a ‘snapshot” on top. 
The unit for space and time are Chosen independently and arbitrarily. 
The regimen or organization rule for the People carrying the buckets (Fig. 6) is not 
usually considered to be an Object of physics; it tan be given by a live-marked (closed 
section of an) INet made Safe by S-Complementing. It is therefore a composition of 
“2circuits” which tan be read as: “Go West, if with empty bucket, until you meet one 
with full bucket; exchange buckets and go east . ..etc”. (In the example, People with 
empty buckets move a little slower, feeling mistakenly that they are contributing less 
to the goal of extinguishing a fire). 
All allowed cuts are dejned to be parallels to the x-axis in Newtonian physics. 
In Newtonian physics, the velocity of each full bucket, v 2 0, and empty bucket, 
v < 0, is treated as well defined by 
dx 
v:=---:= lim & 
dt Llf-+O dt’ 
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In the atomistic view of space and time, At cannot be made smaller than 1 (micro-) 
unit, and Ax is an integer. Then u is an integer since At in “At + 0” ranges over N. If, 
moreover, jump-free motion is postulated (cf. Zeno’s “Stadion” paradox), then u tan 
take the values - 1, 0, + 1 only. Thus the atomistic view leads to a natura1 constant 
c:= 1 as an upper bound for all average velocities 1 Ax/Atl. 
In the combinatorial view of net theory, a smallest Observation time At as measured 
in seconds does not (necessarily) exist; by increasing the frequency (and energy) of an 
atomic clock, we are allowed to make At as small as we like; if we have the energy and 
if this energy does not influence the movement to be measured, the result might be as 
precise as we wish. Still, in each separate Performance of measurement, we get at best 
a quotient of two counting results; so the outcome of this approach is just the Same as 
with the atomistic view respecting 1~1 < c and measurement results. 
This suggests a comparison between the combinatorial content (the Process-ENS) 
of the bucket chain process, (A), where 1~1 4 c with: 
(B) the process occurring in an electronie Pipeline where ( u 1 z c, 
(C) the process occurring when a metric on a one-dimensional part of space, e.g. on 
a coordinate axis, is established (implemented) by light Signals coming from two distant 
time-periodic sources: clocks which articulate time and define two time units (not 
necessarily equal but assumed to be known and constant) (Fig. 7). 
Both pictures tan be viewed as injections of a net JV, into a plane IR’. 
Here, .Afi is (Part of) the bottom-layer net of the pile B:= !lNet @ ONet. 
We discuss the interpretations (A) and (B) of the left picture: 
(A) The Cut shown is obtained from the previous picture by marking correspond- 
ing elements. It happens to be not curved; as far as the picture Shows, a straight line 
suffices to mark the correct elements. This is due to the approximately equal average 
velocities of the carriers. But the Cut is inclined against the x-axis by an angle $ (which 
is negative here). @ # 0 indicates a differente between forward and backward average 
Fig. 7. Two interpretations for the left picture: (A) Combinatorial bucket chain process (Cut corresponds to 
the previous figure). (B) Process in Safe electronie Pipeline. Interpretation for the right picture: (C) Metric by 
light Signals (the hold stroke represents a movement with 1~1 < c). 
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Speeds; in this sense, the regimen is not optimally fulfilled. The buckets arrive at the 
fire at a slower rate than they might. We cal1 the quantity 
w := - a tg I,$ the slowness of the process (with c = v,,, a limit velocity) 
since ) w 1 turns out to be a measure of distance from the fastest possible Performance. 
Slowness is measured in seconds (lost) per meter. Typically, a car on a highway loses 
10 s/km on the free-traffit grid, and 0.3 ps/km on the light-Signal grid. 
The picture does not show how the process runs at both ends of the chain; this 
boundary Problem is solved easily enough in our examples: the regimen has to be 
a finite S-arc graph, a closed subnet. Still, we do not want to fix its length. 
(B) This is a process in a safe but insecure Pipeline. It is common to establish gates 
between neighboured cells of the Pipeline. The gating Causes encountering Signals to 
wait for each other, but also takes non-Zero time itself. The latter circumstance makes 
the regimen secure (see the net labelled “Secure by additional T-Splitting” in Section 
4). The T-Splitting must then be applied to the Process too (T-Splitting and Process 
folding commute for safe ENS). The new Process net subdivides the plane RZ into 
hexagonal cells. We shall deduce an infinite set of solutions of the Pipeline Problem 
from the example of secure rail traffit. Their regimens and processes will have Square 
cells only and are therefore easily generated from Jr. 
Does the oblique Cut shown represent a possible “present state” of the Pipeline? 
Many engineers will say that by their definition of “present state”, only a horizontal 
tut is allowed; they would prefer to draw picture (C) in Order to show this same Cut. 
Discussion of the interpretation (C) of the picture on the right: 
(C) Two independent (far-away) periodic sources of light pulses implement in 
a vacuum between them a wave Pattern travelling with Speed 
v := ctg cp (with c = the Speed of light) 
relative to an observer Oi who receives, in the example, pulses from the right with 
greater frequency than from the left. An observer O2 who wants to see a standing wave 
must move with Speed u relative to the former. Experience teaches that both of them 
measure the same Speed c for the light they see. Choosing the units for time and space 
such that c = 1, Or draws picture (C) and O2 draws picture (B) for the same thing. 
Comparing their pictures, they will find that $ = -cp, and consequently w = u/c’. 
The transformation F from the view of O1 to that of O2 may now be calculated by 
elementary geometrical reasoning; it comprises the Doppler effect and the invariance 
of c. F is called the Loren& transformation. 
F tan be written: 
x’ = L(x -UL), (y’ = y, z’ = z), 
t’ = L(t - wx) with L := Ij,/E&, w := v/c’ 
which Shows the role of the slowness w as related to u. Note that the length of a space 
unit is not given a priori or by a solid rod, but defined by (and bound up with) c and 
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@equencies which implement the unit of time. (This is precisely how the “meter” is 
defined today). A moving space unit will appear shortened by the factor l/L < 1, the 
time unit issuing from a moving clock will appear lengthened by factor L > 1. 
However, it is misleading to say that “time Passes slower in a moving System” (time 
dilatation); this presupposes that the many clocks needed to compare times with 
a clock in a relatively moving System belong to the System freely Chosen as the System 
at rest. This is a special arrangement; if the many clocks are carried by a moving train, 
their time units will appear shorter by l/L < 1 as compared to the station(ary) clock 
- “time contraction”. 
By introducing a further example, we will now give Y a new, combinatorial form 
such that Y 0 Y- 1 = Zdentity. Suppose a sequence of trains is moving from west to 
east on a boundless segmented rail track represented by an ONet. Let each train carry 
a test Point the Position of which is shown by a token on the ONet. By S-Comp- 
lementing, the track tan be made “Safe”: in no track Segment, more than one token tan 
enter. Clearly, this means safety for the test Points, not for the trains of non-Zero 
length which tan still collide when their test Points are in neighboured sections: 
a Situation of traosjunction. 
Note that, however short the trains, transjunction of train tokens permits collision 
of trains. It is therefore necessary to guarantee at least one free Segment between 
each pair of tokens. Taking into account the maximal train length and maximal 
braking distance after sensing danger, we have to furnish a fixed minimal number 
b of empty track Segments between any two successive train tokens. Security 
implying b 2 1 is quite generally a necessary requirement for real-world safety. Let us 
increase b by increasing the span for the (e.g. electrical) backward control Signals 
(Fig. 8). 
Insecure solutions with increasing control span 
Fig. 8. Insecure solutions with increasing control span. 
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The solutions with b > 1 are still not secure because the control Signals may 
produce transjunction. Now the permit Signals have a spatial and temporal extent and 
must be kept apart just like trains. This is not possible by just increasing b. 
For obtaining general secure solutions, we form the Process nets for the above 
designs and find that, astonishingly, these nets are isomorphic for all designs, namely 
structured like the bottom net M, of ONet @ UNet, the simple infinite plane grid with 
Square cells as in the previous examples. (Also, &“, is a subnet of the RNet!). 
According to a proposition on safe ENS, this very Same net tan be folded onto all 
designs of regimens above. Therefore, we may expect solutions of the one-dimensional 
security Problem by looking at all simple systematic foldings of JV, . 
A folding maps transitions to transitions (and states to states). For ease of descrip- 
tion, we denote transitions by their integer coordinates in the grid itself, not in the 
plane R2 with “horizontal” x-axis and “vertical”‘ t-axis. In other words, we use the 
grid ,/lr, itself as a “concrete” coordinate System whose axes are inclined by, say 45” 
against the x- and t-axis; we cal1 the new axes l and v. 
Consider now the folding f(& q) which maps the plane carrying _V1 onto a cylinder 
such that f(i, k) =f(i + y, k + 6) for all i, k E 0 with Parameters y, 6 E fU The resulting 
net on the cylinder is a regimen which, if suitably marked, is an ENS 8 which produces 
the Process net JV~ with a live marking. A “suitable” marking for 6 is found as the 
f-image of a Safe marking of ,/lr, which makes it a proper ENS; that is, of a case in JV~ 
which is not a Limit Cut and consists of pairwise concurrent states. The Cut consisting 
of states of rl = f is an example of a Limit Cut. 
We cal1 the net on the cylinder a Spate Orthoid as it may be used as a concrete 
image of a straight, rigid calibrated rod in space, implemented by regimented move- 
ment. 
When we construct the Spate Orthoids (y, 6) for y = b + 1,6 = 1, we discover that 
the “insecure solutions with increasing control span” shown above are precisely those 
Orthoids. Further investigation Shows: 
»  All Spate Orthoids with y > 2 and 6 2 2 are secure with any Safe marking which 
makes the resulting ENS proper. Such markings exist (und are easily found). 
The smallest secure Spate Orthoid ENS has been shown in Section 4; it has 
Parameters (y, 6) = (2,2) and exhibits the essential feature of securable Orthoids: 
There must be additional forward signalling. The backward running permit Signals 
must be given “their own permit9 by at least one signalling line parallel to the track 
for the trains. Tokens on this line tan be interpreted as implemented “safety distances” 
or “Phantom trains” keeping real trains apart. (Note that there is no upper limit for 
distances between trains). y = b + 1 is the number of backward signalling lines, 6 the 
number of forward lines including the track. 
A Time Orthoid is produced by a map f which fuses each transition of .Kl with 
a concurrent transition: f(i, k) =f(i + ~1, k -/3) with a, ß E N. Note the minus sign in 
k - p. A suitable marking for the resulting net is just any marking of a maximal set of 
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Fig. 9. 
pairwise concurrent states. The resulting ENS may be used as a concrete image of the 
ticking of a clock. A concrete clock (e.g. pendulum) has non-Zero spatial extent: its 
cases have more than one element. 
What happens if we apply both foldings (~1, /?) and (y, 6)? 
f(i, k) =f(i + tl, k -/?) =f(i + y, k + 6) for all i, k E 0, with a, /?, y, 6 E f% 
Then we get a finite net, an oriented continuum called a Cycloid as it may be used as 
a concrete image of a circle on which regimented movement tan take place. In our 
example, the Cycloid represents a segmented circular (or forth-and-back) track made 
safe by signalling lines. Again, y = b + 1 is the number of backward lines, 6 the 
number of forward ones. Let us now ask what the role of a and /? is, in the example of 
trains as well as in the implementation of a metric space-time. 
The vector (a, -8) in the coordinate System (5, q) joins concurrent elements, it is 
a spatial vector inclined less than 45” in the picture. The vector (y, 6) is a temporal 
vector as it connects transitions which are causally ordered. Both vectors together 
span the “fundamental parallelogram” of the folding (Fig. 9). 
We provide each Cycloid with a Standard marking by marking the earliest case in 
the fundamental parallelogram. 
To obtain a perceptual image of the Cycloid, we tan paint the parallelogram on 
a rubber sheet and form it into a torus, pasting together first the top and bottom sides, 
and then the right and left. We cal1 this a track image of the Cycloid: the “track” is 
a line which runs around the torus taking the long distance. If we Paste together the 
right and left sides first, we obtain of course the same net topology, but a different 
image in R3, called a clock image of the Cycloid. These images are not unique since we 
may turn one open end of the tube obtained by the first pasting, around its axis an 
arbitrary number of full turns, n 360”, without changing the net. 
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Fig. 10 
The projections of a track image and a clock image of the secure marked Cycloid 
(a, fl, y, 6) = (2,2,2,2) are shown in Fig. 10. 
The track image Shows better the idea of signahing in the train example, except that 
the track is so short that the Problem is trivial; the clock image Shows at a glance that 
this ENS is strongly live, and gives an immediate intuition of all Processes which tan 
occur on this ENS. 
»  The Time Orthoid (LY, ß) is a Process on every standard-marked Cycloid (a, ß, y, 6). It 
contains all other Processes as open connected subnets. 
Thus, a Time Orthoid tan always be viewed as a temporal unfolding of a Cycloid. 
Clearly, the net XI is generated formally by a spatial unfolding of any Time 
Orthoid; a Spate Orthoid is generated by a spatial unfolding of a Cycloid, a construc- 
tion intuitively applicable to the track image of the Cycloid. Now Processes are 
constructed to be ordered (circuit-free) nets; is there a corresponding construction for 
spatial unfolding? This appears as a very strange idea; we just mention that it tan be 
carried out with the help of the top layer net JV~ of the pile $9’ = ONet @ [INet. (The 
F-arrows of that net Point “north-east” and “South-east” in the picture, making the 
pile consistently oriented). This is a first indication that the whole pile is needed in 
Order to give results in elegant, final form. 
Returning to the example, we ask whether an arbitrary Cycloid (a, ß, y, 6) is 
a Solution of the security Problem for trains. We know already that y, the number 
of backward control lines, and 6, the number of forward lines, must both be 2 2 
if the Solution is to be secure. The number b = y - 1 is the minimum number 
of free Segments between trains tokens; we may cal1 b E No the degree of security for 
the trains where b = 0 means “no security”; likewise, b’ = 6 - 1 is the degree of 
security for the warning Signals. Finally, W:= Min(b, b’) is the Overall Security 
measure. 
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Fig. 11 
The closer study of the fundamental parallelogram reveals that in some apparent 
solutions, the track end on the right is not folded onto its beginning on the left. The 
condition of correct closing is #I = na. The number n > 2 is the number of trains for 
a meaningful Solution. Further, we tan see that tl must be a multiple of y if no track 
Segments are to be “wasted”. 
We find a = ny and for the length of the track: length = u + ny = 2~. (~1 turns out to 
be the “slack” of the marked track, i.e. the differente between the largest possible 
distance between train tokens and the smallest one. The slack is such that half of the 
track tan be cleared of trains). 
The solutions have consequently the form (a, /?, y, 6) = (ny, na, y, 6). 
Their fundamental parallelograms are therefore spatial multiples of rhombs 
(Fig. 11). 
Thus, the solutions are built of blocks as in the existing “block System”, but with 
different signalling structure. They have the important property of being balanced: 
The average spatial density of train tokens (trains per tracksegment) is equal to the 
average temporal frequency of train passage (blocks traversed per circuit-time): 
»  dem = freq = nllength = 112~. 
»  A Cycloid is balanced ifl cr6 = ßy. (o i = i, o t,b = - cp). 
We tan now compute the combinatorial tost of each Solution. We define it as 
proportional to the number of transitions in the Cycloid, which is equal to half the 
number of states, and also to the number of Square cells, i.e. to the area of the 
fundamental parallelogram: 
»  For every Cycloid (a, ß, y,. 6): area = 1 TI = cr6 + ßy. 
»  For every balanced Cycloid: a6 - ßy = 0, cr8 + ßy = area. 
»  For every “block”: a = y, ß = S, Laß = 2yS = area. 
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Galilei tmnsformation Lorentz tmnsformation 
Fig. 12. Galilei transformation (left). Lorentz transfomation (right) 
This concludes our analysis of the train security Problem. We will show now that 
the rebuilding of a Solution into a new Solution for the same number of trains 
(= number of blocks!) with the same tost but different structure is equivalent to the 
Lorentz transformation. 
Assume we establish a concrete physical spacetime by a Pattern of light pulses (e.g. 
laser light). We use a distant light Source (on the left) and a mirror (on the right). We 
do not have any measure of time nor of distance; we define that we are at rest relative 
to the mirror iff we observe a standing wave Pattern. We describe this Pattern by 
a rectangular grid so that the grid lines stand for light pulses travelling with constant 
velocity f c. 
Now we choose an arbitrary number v E N (which should be large in view 
of the uncertainty of counting) and mark on our x- and t-axis Points (P, Q) 
which indicate how far the light travels after v pulses and how long v pulses 
take from the origin 0 (Fig. 12). Let us use (0 P) as a unit of distance and 
(0 Q) as a unit for time; with these units, c = 1, and v takes on the meaning 
of a spatial density and also of a frequency. 0, P, Q form corners of a Square, 
which we take as the fundamental parallelogram on the grid. In terms of the grid 
coordinates (5, q), the Square has the Parameters (v, v, v, v). Now let us move towards 
the mirror (to the right) with velocity V: the frequency of pulses from the left will 
diminish to a value 6, from the right increase to y. From the figure, we read and 
compute: 
Y l+o -- 
S--l-C 
v=y-s 
y+6’ 
So we tan compute u from the Doppler effect; but what values do y and 6 have 
individually? Without making an experiment, we might suppose that within any time 
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interval, we gain just as many pulses from one side as we lose on the other: y = v + E, 
6 = v - E, so that (y + 6)/2 = v. We obtain Fig. 12 (left). 
We ask: Does the parallelogram with corners 0, P, Q’ tell the same Story as the 
Square, “space unit/time unit = Speed of light”? It does not, for two reasons: 
(1) For this purpose, its fourth corner R’ must lie on the line (0, R). This is called 
“invariance” of the Speed of light”, c’ = c; therefore a = y, /3 = 6. 
(2) It is not true that (y + 6)/2 = v (for all Speeds u!). Rather, experiment Shows 
that, as we Change our Speed, what remains constant is not the arithmetical mean of 
y and 6, but the geometrical mean & (= v). 
Taking both (independent!) reasons into account, we obtain the diagram on the 
right. Note that in both diagrams, the parallelogram has the same area as the Square: 
area = ah + ßy = 2~‘. 
Reintroducing c for proper dimensions of usual physical units, we tan now collect 
the results for the combinatorial representation of movement u. In coordinates 
(x, t) + (x’, t’), the Lorentz transformation applies with: 
,=y_6c. a-ß1 
y+6 ’ 
w--- 
a+ßc’ 
L  _  (Y + 4P. 
-VW 
a = y; ß = 6. 
The Lorentz factor L in the given form “retranslates” the correction 
(erroneous:) !?&+ 
2 
Jrs = v (: true) 
In terms of the implemented integer coordinates (5, q) (Minkowski coordinates) of 
the grid .,V1, two parallelograms with Parameters (y, 6, y, 6) and (y’, 8, y’, 6’) establish 
equivalent unit measures iff yd = ~‘6’. Most frequent example: y6 = v2 (the combina- 
torial Lorentz transformation). Note that y, 6, y’, 6’ and v are natura1 numbers; their 
measurement is subject to the uncertainty of counting. 
The role of the slowness w is highlighted by the equation mv = Ew. 
Now we want to build bridges from space-time geometry to computation. 
For this purpose, we use the Minkowski grid J1 as a game board for the token 
game. We see that the Cuts defined by the x- and x’-axes contain transitions; let the 
postcase of a Cut be defined as the set of states in the Cut and the post-states of the 
transitions in the Cut. 
We mark the postcase of the x-axis, t = 0, as our casel and try to model the passage 
of time, proceeding in a sequence of Steps in accord with axiom AE. The postcase of 
t = 1 tan be reached in 2v Steps as to be expected because the diagonal of the unit 
Square has a sequence of 2v transitions; but in no more than 2v Steps only if we follow 
the Principle of Maximal Steps. A Step e is maximal iff it is not a subset of another 
Step e’ 3 e. In a conflict-free ENS such as our (JV~, case,), every case enables 
a unique maximal Step. The principle enforces the “firing” of all enabled transitions in 
every case reached; it tan be circumscribed as a “principle of insufficient reason for 
preference”. 
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What about the postcase of the x’-axis, t’ = O? The longest sequence in the unit 
parallelogram is found in its longest diagonal; it requires 2Max(y, 6) Steps, and 
comparing this with the computation in the resting System, we find 
which gives an indication of the very tangible role 
affairs. 
of “slowness” in technical 
It seems plausible to speed up this slow procedure by mapping the postcase of the 
x’-axis, to be called case2, into the resting System, i.e. onto casel . (This is equivalent to 
the Lorentz transformation). For this purpose, we have to equip each token in the 
resting System with an indication of the Position of case2. 
It is necessary and sufficient to provide each element of casel with the information 
whether the token in case2 with the same x-Position belongs to a Signal from the left 
(value 1) or from the right (value 0). In this Code, case2 is represented as a spatial 
sequence of 1’s and 0’s infinite both ways, that is, on a tape ready for computation. Let 
a simple machine be positioned at each integer of the x-axis which helps in letting 1’s 
travel to the right, 0’s to the left. We have a choice between three basically different 
tasks: 
(1) “If a 1 is on your left and a 0 on your right, then interchange them; else leave 
them alone. Repeat”. 
(2) “When a 1 is on your left and a 0 on your right, interchange them” (there would 
be no machine cycles without Change on the tape). 
(3) “Receive bits bl and b, from your neighbours, give back bt A b, to the left and 
bl v b, to the right. Repeat.” 
Our choice is task (3): It indicates a clear regimen for cooperation (that of the bucket 
chain) and is most economic in terms of switching elements employed and of 
synchronization. It is easily translatable into an information flow graph. The marking 
of the regimen is simply the image of caser , that is, all machines at odd x-positions are 
enabled concurrently. After any odd number of maximal Steps, all machines at even 
x-positions are enabled. 
The question arises: What happens if the machines work at different rates, 
i.e. if the abstract Principle of maximal Steps is not followed by a concrete im- 
plementation? 
»  If case, # case2 then casel is not in the CaseClass of (N,, case,). 
»  Whatever the rates of the machines are, the average slowness of all successors of 
casel is 0, that of all successors of case2 is well defned and equal to w. In this sense, the 
arrangement tan store an arbitrary real number w. 
»  Whenever the regimen is in its original “global state” (image of casel), the global 
state of the tape is a true representation of the successor of case, after going through 
an equal number of maximal Steps. (Zn the diagram, case2 is shifted to a parallel 
case). 
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Fig. 13. 
In this sense, the arrangement simulates a process on an arbitrarily marked Spate 
Orthoid (y, 6) = (1, 1) on another Spate Orthoid with the same Parameters, but 
marked with a case w = 0 showing the initial distribution of bits. 
»  7% Simulation is exact within the limits of representation given by the law of 
uncertainty of counting; these are precisely the physical limits. 
As indicated, the arrangement tan do more than just store a real number w. Let 
F(w) be a differentiable function F:R + R, with /F’(x)1 < 1 for all x. The curve 
t = F(x) is a Cut in N1 by its embedding in RZ. Let case3 be the postcase of that Cut. 
Then the Simulation of the Orthoid marked with the image of casej K equivalent to 
solving a partial differential equation. Given F, we have to find a function t = G(x, z) 
with Simulation time z such that: 
G(x, 0) = F(x) with IF’(x)l < 1. 
The term F’(x) denotes the local slowness of case 3. The results of Simulation tan be 
easily compared with the analytical Solution. The following example Shows a G(x, r) 
for z = 0, 10,20, . . . and the physical limit of representation (Fig. 13). 
If case3 is linear, t = F(x) = t,, + wx, the successor cases have the Same slowness w; 
otherwise, case3 gets more and more flattened out with constant average slowness if 
the average (as a limit of finite averages) exists. 
This Simulation by maximal Steps has a property which, at a first glance, seems 
strange: it is not time-reversal invariant. The amount of information lost during the 
Simulation will be clearly seen in the information graph representation of the arrange- 
ment; here, we remark only that A -shaped deformations in case3 give rise to an 
“expanding wave” preserving the flanks of the deformation, while v -shaped deforma- 
tions disappear without leaving a trace. Therefore, the transformation of case3 to 
case, is not quite trivial except for linear cases, where it is equivalent to the Lorentz 
transformation. 
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We cal1 this transformation as described above an “Informatization” and state: 
» Informatizatioo is a generalization of the Lorentz transformation from linear to 
nn-linear cases. 
The principle of maximal Steps assumed both in the original and the Simulation 
provides for behavioural equivalence with corresponding globally synchronized cellu- 
lar automata and also with (evenly) timed nets. It is this principle which permits 
a sequential description in terms of the classical concept of time. 
It remains to show that the simulating arrangement of machines is performed by an 
elementary net System which tan be mapped continuously onto the marked regimen. 
We use “information flow graphs” as an intermediate description. Such graphs are 
designed to show the balance of in- and outflowing information and are therefore 
composed not of gates but of their embedding Boolean bijections [2,3]. The 23 + 23 
bijection called the Quine transfer is a universal “switching element” (in the presence 
of redundancy); it effects the conditional interchange of two bits as they pass the 
transfer, depending on the value of a third bit also passing the transfer. It is denoted by 
(a’, b’, c’) = Q(a, b, c) where: 
a’ := If b = 0 then a else c, b’ := b, c’ := If b = 0 then c else a. 
Note that Q(0, b, c) = (b A c, b, br, c) and Q(a, b, 1) = (a v b, b, a v b,. 
Also, Q (a, b, ü) = (a 0 b, b, ü @ b) and Q(l, b, 0) = (b; b, b); 
and finally, Q(Q(a, b, c)) = (a, b, c) or QZ = Id. 
This characterizes Q as a universal, reversible transfer. For economy, we use 
another transfer “PI” with Pl (a, b):= (a, a @ b) with Pl2 = Id; further, we use a nota- 
tion for Change of interpretation of values (“negation”) for which no space- and 
time-consuming transfer is needed (Fig. 14): 
-=zE 
Flow line with bit 
garb 0 
Two neighboured machines with one cell oj tape between 
Fig. 14. Two neighboured machines with one cell of tape between. 
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Net of Pl Pl rearmnged Net of Q, unjolded 
Fig. 15. 
Esch of these machines has to be fed with a stream of 0% (“enlogy”) in return for the 
lost information (garbage, “alogy”) which, if saved, would make the arrangement fully 
reversible. In general, some but not all garbage tan be recycled to enlogy. 
Translating information flow graphs into nets, we represent each Segment of a flow 
line by a pair of states and combine these by transition structures reflecting the effect 
of transfer operations. Using meshes with alternating directions (Fig. 15) we find: 
»  All transfers tan be composed of meshes with the topology of the 4-circuit. 
»  The conjlict-fiee, synchronizing compositions of such meshes are transfers. 
»  A closed information jlow graph yields a 2-regular net. 
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Appendix 
Closed and open questions 
Q: 1s not an “articulation” just the same as a discretization? 1s not net theory listed 
among discrete models? Are you playing with words only? 
A: By no means. Consider e.g. that every open covering of an articulation (ONet) is 
overlap-connected. The set of possible measurement results for a continuous variable 
is therefore overlap-connected; that is, between any two results, there is a jnite chain 
of intermediate possible results such that neighbours in the chain are compatible (do 
not contradict each other). This does not hold for discrete models. 
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Q: 1s not continuous Change better characterized by the absence of articulation? 
A: Articulation does not refer to a property of continuous Change itself, but to its 
manifestations in a given obseruer. It often happens that the frequency or density of 
those manifestations is too large (or too low) for counting by this observer with his 
given means of Observation. That would not be a good occasion for measurement, but 
would leave a stronger impression of continuity (or absence) of Change. 
Q: Does not a finite net have a discrete statespace? 
A: The set S of every net has, as a subset of X:= S v T, the topology 
CDs = 0 n 2’ = 2’, a discrete topology. Likewise, T has a discrete topology. The net as 
a whole is not discrete, and is not a statespace but a “spacetime” where space includes 
statespace. 
Q: 1s not the “firing” of transitions a typical jumpwise procedure? 
A: It is. But it denotes a manifestation of continuous Change. This meaning is not 
only a matter of interpretation or only in the mind of the observer, but may be 
reflected in the net itself if it contains at least three articulation chains. The smallest 
example is the cycloid (1,2, 1,2) which describes the coupling of two Boolean vari- 
ables. Its largest process is the time orthoid (1,2) (“one man with two feet”) which 
describes walking as opposed to jumping. A walking man has always a foot on the 
ground: concurrency in this process is “coherent” ( * CO+ = X x X). The ground 
contact is uninterrupted which is one essential aspect of continuity; each foot observed 
separately would appear to be jumping. 
Q: 1s not density the essence of continuity? 
A: It is not. Continuity allows order-density (R G RZ) but does not demand it [4]. 
In terms of general topology, we have for every net: S is dense in X (that is, Closure 
(S) = X), and T is nowhere dense in X (that is, Znterior (T) = 0). 
Q: Higher-level nets are so much better suited to applications. Why do you 
consider lowest-level nets only? 
A: Mainly in Order to provide a firm foundation for the theories of higher-level 
nets. Ideally, each higher-level kind of nets should be defined by constructions from 
elementary nets. This would also show how those higher levels are interrelated. And 
somebody has to care, so to speak, for the hardware and basic software for these 
higher-level languages. 
Q: Slowness tan be “transformed away” (made 0). Does it exist objectively? 
A: Slowness is precisely as real and as relative as velocity. It is a spatial local- 
average property of Cuts, just as velocity is a temporal local-average property of 
(causal) lines. Just as a curved causa1 line describes a distribution of velocities over 
time (e.g. accelerated motion), a curved tut describes an “instantaneous” distribution 
of slowness over space. 
Q: Are curved cuts recognized in physics? 
A: Certainly not in classical physics. Modern physics has more respect for the fact 
that the observer or experimenter is part of the physical Universe he observes. Even if 
we do not have a model of an observer, we tan model his relevant behaviour by 
describing his interface with the System he interacts with. When we do so in terms of 
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nets, it appears that this interface is beset with confusion; this means that on the 
interface Chosen by convention, information about progress (about Position and 
shape of Cuts) is mixed up with information about the alternatives of token flow. (In 
information flow graphs, the two kinds are completely separated). We seem to have 
the choice: either to Change our notion of Observation, or eise to develop a mathemat- 
ical theory of confusion. This is surely an open question. 
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